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"This book will blow you away!" -- Edna Buchanan, Pulitzer-Prize winning reporter and author of the

Brit Montero mysteries. As featured on ABC's 20/20,Dateline NBC, Unsolved Mysteries, Time

Magazine, People Magazine, The New York Times and many others: the riveting inside story of a

mother's fearless search for her missing daughter, Without a Trace -- A Mother's Search for Justice 

went through four sold out printings and spent 12 weeks as the #2 True-Crime book on ! On March

5, 1974 -- the same day that rival motorcycle clubs roared through suburban Miami in celebration of

their annual "Bike Week" -- seventeen-year-old Amy Billig left home to meet a friend for lunch ... and

vanished. Several days later, Amy's frantic mother, Susan Billig, received an anonymous phone call

saying that her daughter had been carried off by one of the biker gangs. And so began Susan's

harrowing and extraordinary twenty-five-year search for her lost child -- an odyssey that led a

desperate parent into the seedy heart of a dangerous subculture built on drugs, rebellion, brutality,

and sex; a relentless hunt for the truth that showed her the best side of humanity...and the very

worst.   "A great story of a mother searching for justice, answers and closure." -- Aphrodite Jones,

author of The Embrace . "Captures Susan Billig's compelling voice and heroic search for truth in

one of Miami's most agonizing mysteries." -- Arthur Jay Harris, author of Speed Kills
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I am a True Crime addict and I remember watching the story of Amy Billig on "Unsolved Mysteries."

Even though I had seen the story, I figured I would learn a lot more if I bought the book, so I did. I

am a slow reader and usually it takes me months to read just one book. "Without A Trace" was

different. This book kept me interested all the way through and I seemed to breeze through it. It is a

very good read. I even read it in the bathtub while I was taking a soak!Amy Billig was just 17 when

she disappeared from Coconut Grove, Florida in 1974. Amy had planned to meet friends for lunch

and was going to drop by her dad's art shop on the way. However there were some greasy, tattoed,

leather-clad visitors who were also dropping by that fateful day. The forboding rumble of

motorcycles going through town told people to heed their caution. It was the annual biker gathering

again. When Amy didn't arrive at her dad's shop and never met her friends, Amy's parents, Sue and

Ned Billig, knew something terrible must have happened.Let me say that reading this book made

me take a second look at mankind. I was angry as I followed Sue's relentless quest to find her

missing daughter only to be taken advantage of by greedy, shallow-minded people such as the

Glasser twins, who claimed to have Amy, and Hank Blair who tortured Sue Billig with sexually

explicit telephone pranks about Amy for about two decades which lead to a lengthy court battle in

the process. But through it all, Sue would do anything to find her daughter from searching into

different tips, meeting up with and traveling with bikers such as the infamous Paul Branch who had

claimed to have Amy, traveling to prisons to interview bikers who may have a clue, and even

frequenting biker bars to search for her daughter.
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